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Abstract
The topic of this thesis is the integration of data recorded during cardiopulmonary re-
suscitation (CPR). In the process of CPR many important data should be recorded, such
as: time of the cardiac arrest witnessed, number of shocks given to the patient and pa-
rameters for each shock. These data will be used for the coming analysis and producing
the report of the therapy. The analysis and comparison of the CPR data and reports may
improve the survival rate. However the formats and terminologies of CPR data vary
greatly between EMS (Emergency Medical Services) systems in different places. So it
is inconvenient to access, compare and transfer data between different EMS systems.
In this thesis we use semantic way to solve the heterogeneity problem. An ontology
is defined to provide a standardized representation of the heterogeneous data from dif-
ferent EMSs. In this ontology we defined standardized CPR terminologies and report
style, and the “dialect” from different EMS systems can be mapped onto this ontology.
An interface is defined to map the different databases from different EMS systems onto
this ontology. And we provide a uniform way based on the ontology to query all of the
databases as if they are one huge database.
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1. Introduction
Cardiac arrest [1] is the cessation of cardiac mechanical activity (in other words, the
heart stops pumping blood) as confirmed by the absence of signs of circulation. In
recent years cardiac arrest is a leading cause of death in First World countries. In the
United States there are about 265,000 out of hospital cardiac arrests every year [2]. And
in Europe, more than 250,000 people suffer from sudden out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
annually [3]. Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is the most common cause of cardiac arrest.
When VF happens, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) can be given to the patient to
delay the tissue death, thus improve the possibility of survival. The operations of CPR
include a series of chest compressions and ventilations. Finally defibrillations (electric
shocks) can be delivered to the patient to restore the spontaneous circulation.
The data recorded in the process of CPR and other resuscitation operations like defibril-
lation and intravenous drugs injection (we generally call them “CPR data” in this thesis)
are very important. Here are some examples of such kind of data: “time of the cardiac
arrest witnessed”, “number of shocks given to the patient” and “heart rhythm after each
shock”. These data can help researchers to do analysis and make reports of the therapy
of cardiac arrest cases. And these analysis and reports may contribute to improving the
survival rate.
Survival rates from out-of-hospital ventricular fibrillation cardiac arrest vary dramati-
cally throughout the United States with high survival rates of 46% in Seattle and King
County and low survival rates of 3% in Chicago, 5% in New York, and 7% in Los
Angeles.[4] Such differences indicate a potential improvement for the places with low
survival rate. To close the gap, the hospitals and Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
systems in the cities with high survival rate should share their local strategies for suc-
cess; and those in the cities with low survival rate should study and compare the CPR
data and the final reports of the cardiac arrest cases from the cities like Seattle and King
County. By doing this, the hospitals and EMS systems in the cities with low survival
rate can find their disadvantages and make the direction of their future work clear.
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However studying and comparing the CPR data from different places has always been
difficult due to the lack of standardization which includes two aspects: the nonuniform
terminologies used in the data sources and the different report styles.
The log files from the defibrillators are important data sources of the CPR data. These
log files are electronic reports with parameters and time stamps of important events
happening in the process of CPR, such as “power on”, “charge”, “shock delivered”,
and “heart rhythm”. However the formats and terminologies in the log files vary a
lot if the models or manufactures of the defibrillators are different. For example some
defibrillators use XML (Extensible Markup Language) format to save the log files, while
some others use their own specific formats; and some devices use the term “PowerOn”
to represent the power on event, while some others may use the term “DeviceStarted”.
The report is a review of a cardiac arrest case. Most of the important information is
recorded in the report, like the key events, key dates and times and the outcome. How-
ever different hospitals and EMS systems often have their own report styles, which
brings difficulties for studying and comparing the information in the reports.
1.1. Key problem and earlier research
The difficulty about studying and comparing the CPR data between different EMS sys-
tems is just like that we have different dialects in different places. To solve this problem,
firstly standardized terminologies and a uniform report style should be established, and
then the relationships between the standardized concepts and the dialects should be
given.
In June 1990 an international resuscitation conference concerned with out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest research, held at the Utstein Abbey in Norway. Experts in that conference
discussed the lack of standardization and uniform report style in the research of cardiac
arrest. And in 1991 a standardized report style “Utstein Style” [5] (updated in 20004)
was proposed. Utstein style defines the key information elements like patient identifier,
cause of arrest (aetiology), key date and times and treatment factors and outcomes.
Nichol [6] shows the possibility to collect CPR data in different international sites
through an internet-based international registry. They collect the original CPR data
from EMS personnel and manually fill them into a data file. This data file was then im-
ported into a study database which was based on the Utstein style. This method can only
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collect CPR data from the hospitals which use the Utstein style report. However there
are still plenty of hospitals which don’t build their data systems based on the Utstein
style.
As the complexity and amount of data generated during resuscitation efforts are ever
increasing, T.Eftestøl and K.A.H.Thorsen proposed to use semantic technologies to pro-
vide infrastructure for efficient resuscitation data integration and analysis [7, 8, 9]. In
their theory they proposed to build an ontology to describe the knowledge in the domain
of CPR. This ontology acts like an information container. All of the standardized con-
cepts (e.g. the definitions in the Utstein style and the standardized event names from
the log files of different defibrillators) are defined in this ontology. Then hospitals and
EMS systems can map their own dialects onto the standardized concepts defined in this
ontology, and queries can be made to retrieve information from it. Finally researchers
and EMS personnel can study and compare CPR data from different places based on the
standardized concepts defined in the ontology, and the mapping information will help
them collect data from different hospitals and EMS systems.
1.2. Contributions of this work
In this work we followed T.Eftestøl and K.A.H.Thorsen’s theory. An ontology is de-
veloped to represent the concepts and relationships in the domain of CPR (we call it
CPR ontology in this thesis). The ontology provides a standardized representation of
the heterogeneous CPR data from different EMS systems. All of the different data
sources (databases) and report styles can be mapped onto this ontology. Users like
researchers and EMS personnel should only get to know the standardized definitions
(terminologies), and then they can make queries against the CPR ontology to collect
the resuscitation data from all of the data sources which have been mapped onto this
ontology.
My job in this project is to build the CPR ontology and map the heterogeneous data
sources and different report styles onto the standardized concepts in this ontology. The
data sources are two local databases saving the information in the log files from differ-
ent defibrillators. And at present we only have two report styles: the Utstein style which
serves as the standard concepts, and the Public Health - Seattle & King County (PH-
SKC) report style (we will call it Seattle style in this thesis) which serves as a dialect.
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The two local databases are built by my partner Chao Li. He also developed an applica-
tion to import the data from the log files into the databases automatically. The purpose
of these two databases is to facilitate maintaining and accessing the CPR data, and they
are also the important parts of this data integration system. A graphic user interface
(GUI) was built by Chao to help the users make queries and display the results.
1.3. Thesis outline
The following chapters constitute the thesis:
Introductory part
Chapter 1 introduces the problem of analyzing the resuscitation data from different
EMS systems and reviews the earlier work. The scope and contributions of this thesis
are summarized.
Chapter 2 gives the background of CPR and the semantic technologies. Some CPR
data samples are shown in this chapter. And the concept of ontology is described.
Materials and methods
Chapter 3 describes the structure of the data integration system. Details about the
content of the ontology will be introduced. And a scenario is shown to demonstrate how
this ontology works.
Chapter 4 shows different methods to map databases onto an ontology. The advantages
and disadvantages of these methods are told about. The details about our method are
discussed.
Experiments
Chapter 5 introduces the graphic user interface in this data integration system. Some
test queries are made to show and how it works.
Conclusive part
Chapter 6 summarizes the major contributions and conclusions of this work, and sug-
gests the problems for further research.
4
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In this chapter we first describe some nomenclature basic knowledge about cardiopul-
monary resuscitation (CPR). We continue by talking about the main issues of semantic
technologies.
2.1. Medical background about CPR
In 1991 an international consensus workshop gave the definition of cardiac arrest: “Car-
diac arrest is the cessation of cardiac mechanical activity as confirmed by the absence
of signs of circulation” [1]. Cardiac arrest is often caused by an abnormal heart rhythm
called ventricular fibrillation (VF). When VF happens, the heart quivers and stops pump-
ing blood. The patient in the VF status needs cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and
defibrillation to restore the spontaneous circulation.
CPR is an emergency procedure to create artificial circulation by performing rhythmic
chest compressions with or without ventilations. The main purpose of CPR is not to
restart the heart but to maintain an artificial flow of small amount of oxygenated blood to
the brain and heart. Effective CPR can delay the tissue death and increase of opportunity
for a successful resuscitation without permanent brain damage. The data recorded in this
process can be: “heart rhythm”, “times of chest compressions”, “any ventilations”, etc.
Defibrillation is a sequence of electric shocks delivered to the heart. It eliminates the
abnormal VF heart rhythm and allows the normal rhythm to resume. Defibrillation is
the effective treatment for the cardiac arrest caused by VF. The data recorded in the
process defibrillation can be: “heart rhythm”, “number of electric shocks”, “energy of
the shock”, etc.
Note: The process of giving treatment to a cardiac arrest patient includes continuous
CPR, defibrillation and some other assistance like intravenous drugs. The data infor-
mation in this whole process is what we focus on in this thesis. And for convenience
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Figure 2.1.: (a) Philips HeartStart MRx defibrillator. (b) Philips HeartStart FR2 defibrillator. (c)
LifePak 12 Defibrillator.
purpose we use the term “CPR” to stand for the whole treatment and “CPR data” to de-
note the data information in the whole treatment. More medical background information
can be found in [1, 10].
2.1.1. Defibrillators and log files
Defibrillation is delivering a therapeutic dose of electrical energy to the affected heart in
VF status with a device called a defibrillator. Typically a defibrillator consists of a pair
of pads to deliver the shocks, sensors to collect the information from the patient, and
a monitor to display the electrocardiograph (ECG) wave and other information. Figure
2.1 show three different models of the defibrillators.
The defibrillator records the resuscitation events including medical personnel’s oper-
ation and patient’s response in a log file. Figure 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 show the samples
of the defibrillator log files. In these log files we can see the event names, the times-
tamp and the parameters. And all of the events are listed in chronological order. As
mentioned in the introduction chapter, the terms (event names and parameter names)
and the structures (formats) vary a lot between the log files from different defibrillator
models. For example, the event “Shock Delivered” has three different dialects in differ-
ent files: “shockDelivered” in Philips HeartStart MRx, “Shock 1 delivered” in Philips
HeartStart FR2 and “Shock” in LifePak 12; and the file formats are also different: the
first two files are in XML (Extensible Markup Language, will be introduced in section
2.2.1) format, while the third file is not in XML. These heterogeneities bring a lot of
trouble for comparing and analyzing the data in the log files.
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<evt type="charge"
     msecs="235567"
     caption="Charging to 150J">
   <waveFormRef id="0"/>
   <param type="energy" value="150" units="joules" />
   <param type="hr" value="-?-" units="bpm"/>
</evt>
<evt type="shockDelivered"
     msecs="242002"
     caption="Shock # 1, 155.6 J, 101.1 ohms, 16.9 A">
   <waveFormRef id="0"/>
   <param type="shockIndex" value="1" />
   <param type="energy" value="155.6"  units="joules"/>
   <param type="ptImpedance" value="101.1"  units="ohms"/>
   <param type="peakCurrent" value="16.9"  units="amps"/>
   <param type="hr" value="0" units="bpm"/>
</evt>
Figure 2.2.: Log file sample of defibrillator Philips HeartStart MRx. This sample contains two
events: event “charge” with “energy” and “hr” as its parameters and event “shockDelivered” with
parameters “shockIndex”, “energy”, “ptImpendance”, etc.
<QDeviceEvents>
    <caption>Armed</caption>
    <description />
    <actualTime>2006-01-13T20:55:55-08:00</actualTime>
    <elapsedTime>57</elapsedTime>
    <caseID>ZF06000003</caseID>
    <eventType>19</eventType>
</QDeviceEvents>
    … … 
<QDeviceEvents>
    <caption>Shock 1 delivered</caption>
    <description>Impedance: 111 Ohms</description>
    <actualTime>2006-01-13T20:55:58-08:00</actualTime>
    <elapsedTime>60</elapsedTime>
    <caseID>ZF06000003</caseID>
    <eventType>1</eventType>
</QDeviceEvents>
Figure 2.3.: Log file sample of defibrillator Philips HeartStart FR2. This sample has a similar
structure as the first one, as they are both in XML format. However the terminologies are
different. The event “Armed” has the same meaning as the event “charge” in the first sample
(MRx log in figure 2.2). And the event “Shock 1 delivered” refers to “shockDelivered”.
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Total shocks: 6
Lead: Impedance, SampleRate (HZ): 61.038, Counts/Unit: 0.819
Lead: Paddles (Generic), SampleRate (HZ): 125, Counts/Unit: 204.918
*************************************************
EventType,EventName,DeviceSerialNumber,Date/Time,SampleNumber,MiscParams
29| Power On| 10.07.2009 10:59:19| 0
39|VF|10.07.2009 10:59:25|10:57:47.74404
99| Initial Rhythm| 10.07.2009 10:59:26| 3339
84| Check Patient| 10.07.2009 10:59:34| 7519
39|startCC|10.07.2009 10:59:38|10:58:00.32802
39|stopCC|10.07.2009 10:59:40|10:58:02.90404
70| Analysis 1| 10.07.2009 11:01:54| 77634| | | | | | | | | | | | 
62| Shockable| 10.07.2009 11:01:57|778974|1|286|72|36|65|19||9||9||-4096
54| Charge Complete| 10.07.2009 11:02:05| 83024
12| Shock 1, 200 J| 10.07.2009 11:02:11| 85949
  … … 
39|ROSC|10.07.2009 11:30:25|11:28:47.39197
13| Power Off| 10.07.2009 11:51:36| 1568500
Figure 2.4.: Log file sample of defibrillator LifePak 12. This sample has different structure from
the first two, as it isn’t in XML format. And the two events metioned in the first two samples have
their dialects in this sample: “Charge Complete” and “Shock 1”.
2.1.2. Utstein style report
In June 1990 an international resuscitation conference concerned with out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest research, held at the Utstein Abbey in Norway. Experts in that conference
discussed the lack of standardization and uniform report style in the research of cardiac
arrest. And in 1991 a standardized report style “Utstein Style” [5] (updated in 2004)
was proposed. Utstein style defines the key information elements like patient identifier,
cause of arrest (aetiology), key date and times, treatment factors and outcomes. These
standard definitions can be used as “common language” for the study and comparison
of the CPR data between different EMS systems. The details about the terminologies
and definitions in the Utstein style can be found in the specification [1, 5].
Utstein style is the standard report style and is recommended to be used globally. How-
ever plenty of EMS systems at present still use their own report styles, like the style
used in Seattle & King County (Seattle style). Many of the items in the Seattle style can
be found in Utstein style but with different names, such as: the Seattle style item“Initial
rhythm” is called “First monitored rhythm” in Utstein style. In this data integration sys-
tem Utstein style provides a set of standard definitions, and other report styles can map
their items onto these standard items in the Utstein style. The mapping details will be
told about in chapter 3.
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User Interface and Applications
Syntax: XML
Rules: SWRLOntologies: OWL
Querying: 
SQWRL
Taxonomies: RDFS
Data Interchange: RDF
Querying: 
SPARQL
Figure 2.5.: The Semantic Web Stack, also known as Semantic Web Cake or Semantic Web
Layer Cake, illustrates the relationship of technologies used in the Semantic Web.
2.2. Semantic web technologies
The Semantic Web [11] is an evolving development of the World Wide Web in which
the semantics of data and services on the web is defined, making it possible for the
content of web to be understood both by people and by machines. The semantic web
consists of the standards and tools, such as: XML (Extensible Markup Language), RDF
(Resource Description Framework), RDF Schema OWL (Web Ontology Language) and
query languages like SPARQL and SQWRL. The relationships between these technolo-
gies are presented in the Semantic Web Stack [12]. Figure 2.5 shows the Semantic Web
Stack (a little modified from the original one). In this stack the upper technologies are
built based on the lower technologies.
In our application the semantic web technologies can make the CPR data sources, the
standardized definitions and the mapping information machine accessible. Most of the
technologies listed in the Semantic Web Stack will be used in this ontology based data
integration system. For example, XML is the format of some of the log files from
defibrillators; OWL is the language used to describe the CPR ontology; and SQWRL is
a query language which can extract information from the CPR ontology. The details of
the members in the Semantic Web Stack will be described in the following sections.
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2.2.1. XML: Extensible Markup Language
Extensible Markup Language (XML) [13] is a markup language much like HTML (Hy-
per Text Markup Language). Compared with HTML, which is used for display data,
XML is designed for carrying data. It is well formed and based on element tags, whichs
make the content clear and accessible for both human and machine. Thus XML usually
serves as a uniform data exchange format between applications. With all of these ad-
vantages, XML is the choice by many defibrillator manufacturers to carry the data in the
log files. In addition there are plenty of application program interfaces (API) which can
parse and extract the content of XML files, e.g. JDOM (Java Document Object Model)
implemented with Java programming language [14]. JDOM is just the tool we used to
import the data from the log files to the databases. Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show the samples
of the log files which are both written in XML.
In the family of semantic web technologies XML has another important role. As can
be seen in the Semantic Web Stack (figure 2.5), XML is on the bottom of this stack,
so it is the fundamental of the semantic web technologies. All of the other semantic
web description languages shown in the Semantic Web Stack are based on XML and
developed using XML as their basic syntax.
2.2.2. RDF, RDF Schema and SPARQL
RDF (Resource Description Framework) [15], although often called a language, is es-
sentially a data-model. Its basic building elements are subject-predicate-object triples,
called statements. The subject denotes the resource, predicate denotes the properties
which expresses the relationship between the subject and the object, and the object de-
notes the value. Just like XML, RDF is also an information container. Usually the RDF
triples can be expressed with a RDF model graph or with the XML-based syntax. Figure
2.6 shows an example to express the RDF triple (John, phone number, 40322610) in the
two ways.
RDF Schema (RDFS) [16] is the RDF vocabulary description language. In RDFS we
can define the vocabulary used in RDF, specify which properties should be applied to
which kinds of objects and what values they can take, and describe the relationships
between objects. RDFS is the original language to describe an ontology. It defines the
classes in the ontology, and RDF triples are the individuals of the classes. RDFS gives
the semantic to the RDF triples.
10
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John 40322610
phone-number
(a)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<rdf:RDF
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
    xmlns:mydomain="http://www.mydomain.org/my-rdf-ns">
    <rdf:Description rdf:about="John">
        <mydomain:phone-number>
          40322610
        </mydomain:phone-number>
    </rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
(b)
Figure 2.6.: Two ways to describe a RDF triple. (a) Using a graph to express the triple; (b)
Using a XML-based syntax to express the triple.
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, pronounced “sparkle”) [17]
is an RDF query language. Much like a database system, RDFS can be thought as the
schema of the database, RDF should be the data stored in the database, and SPARQL
is the query language just like SQL (Structured Query Language, for querying the rela-
tional databases). With SPARQL we can query the information contained in the RDF
triples. RDF, RDFS and SPARQL together provide a whole solution to build and ac-
cess an ontology, however in this project we choose another set of more powerful tools:
OWL and SQWRL.
2.2.3. Ontology and OWL
The term ontology has its origin in philosophy, and has been applied in many different
domains. Tom Gruber proposed it in computer and information science in 1992 [18,
19], and Isabel F.Cruz gave a more clear definition: “An ontology is a formal, explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain of interest.” [19] This definition
describes the following features of the ontology:
• An ontology is an abstract model of a particular domain of knowledge in the
world;
• The knowledge defined in an ontology should be widely accepted;
• Concepts and the constraints on them in an ontology are explicitly defined;
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• The structure and syntax of an ontology should be well formed and machine ac-
cessible.
An ontology describes the concepts (classes) and relationships (properties) in a par-
ticular domain, providing a vocabulary for that domain as well as a specification of the
meanings of terms used in the vocabulary. In recent years, ontologies have been adopted
by business companies and scientific researchers as a way to share, reuse and process
domain of knowledge. In many applications like a data management and integration
systems, an ontology is usually used as an intermediary to provide semantic for the
shared data. The CPR ontology contains the standardized concepts and relationships
in the domain of CPR. In this system it acts as a standard and an intermediary; all of
the EMS systems should map their dialects to the standardized concepts in the CPR
ontology.
The OWL Web Ontology Language (OWL) [20] is a language developed for defin-
ing and instantiating Web ontologies. In the Semantic Web Stack (figure 2.5) we can
see OWL is on top of XML, RDF, and RDFS, because it has more facilities for ex-
pressing concepts and semantics than the others. OWL use XML as its syntax, and
adds more predefined vocabulary for describing classes and properties. The OWL
language has three increasingly expressive sub-languages: OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and
OWL-Full. OWL-Lite is the least expressive sub-language which doesn’t support enu-
merated classes and disjointness statements. OWL-Full is the most expressive one
which has highly expressive modeling facilities such as meta-classes (classes of classes),
and it has the full upward compatibility with RDF and RDFS, i.e. any valid RDF docu-
ment is also a valid OWL Full document, and any valid RDF Schema definition is also
a valid OWL Full definition. However OWL-Full is undecidable due to its powerful
expressiveness, making it have no efficient reasoning support. The expressiveness of
OWL-DL falls between that of OWL-Lite and OWL-Full. It is much more expressive
than OWL-Lite and is based on Description Logics [21] (hence the suffix DL). It is
therefore has complete support of reasoning, such as: automatically computing the clas-
sification hierarchy and check for inconsistencies. So in this project we chose OWL-DL
to build the CPR ontology.
2.2.4. SQWRL: OWL query language
SQWRL (Semantic Query-enhanced Web Rule Language, pronounced “squirrel”) [22]
is an ontology query language built on the rule language SWRL (Semantic Web Rule
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Language) [23]. It can query knowledge from ontologies developed with OWL. SQWRL
has its syntax much like SWRL, and it is defined using a library (key words) of SWRL
built-ins. Both SPARQL and SQWRL are developed to query the information in the on-
tologies; SPARQL is used for the ontologies built with the language RDFS, and SQWRL
is used for the ontologies developed with OWL.
2.2.5. Protégé: an ontology development tool
There are many development tools to help developers build ontologies, and we chose
Protégé 3.4.4 (see figure 2.7) to develop the ontology. Protégé [24, 25] is an extensible,
platform-independent environment for creating and editing ontologies and knowledge
bases. Protégé implements a rich set of knowledge-modeling structures and actions that
support the creation, visualization, and manipulation of ontologies in various represen-
tation formats. And Protégé-OWL editor is an extension of Protégé that supports the
Web Ontology Language (OWL). With the help of Protégé, developers never need to
edit the OWL code, instead they can create classes, properties and individuals visually.
And plenty of useful plug-ins are provided, like “SWRL Rules” which helps the user
make SQWRL query sentences and display the results of the queries.
Figure 2.7.: The graphic user interface of Protégé
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In this chapter we will first introduce the structure of this data integration system and
the role of the CPR ontology. Then we will describe the content of this ontology. In this
part an overview of the CPR ontology will be given, and we will talk about the details
in three parts: the concepts of the defibrillator log files, the report part and the database
mapping part.
After describing the content of the ontology we will introduce the query language
SQWRL which is used to extract information from ontologies. And a scenario will
be given to demonstrate how to query information with the CPR ontology. Finally we
will discuss the extensibility of the CPR ontology.
3.1. System structure and the role of CPR
ontology
This data integration system consists of data sources (databases), CPR ontology and a
GUI (Graphic User Interface). Figure 3.1 is an overview of the structure of the system.
The CPR ontology has two important functions: (1) It acts as a container which con-
tains the standardized concepts and the relationships between them. These standardized
concepts should cover as much the domain of CPR as possible. The users should just
concern about the standardized concepts when studying and comparing the CPR data.
(2) It provides information to access the local databases. It contains the local termi-
nologies (dialects) which are the key words to query the databases. And it also contains
the schema (structure) information of the databases in different EMS systems. Finally
mappings between the dialects and the standardized concepts are defined in the CPR
ontology. See the ontology part in figure 3.1.
In this data integration system if a user wants to find some CPR data in an unfamil-
iar/remote EMS system, he/she should just query the GUI with the standardized con-
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CPR Ontology 
Database A Database B Database C
Standardized 
Concepts
Dialect A
Database Schema
Schema A
Schema B
Schema C
Dialect B
Dialect C
SQWRL
SQL
Figure 3.1.: Structure of this data integration system
cept. Then the GUI makes SQWRL queries against the CPR ontology to find the dialects
and the schema information of the database in that EMS system. With this information
the GUI can in turn query the database in that EMS system and return the CPR data
to the user. So the role of CPR ontology in this system is like a standardized concepts
container and a mapping information consultant.
3.2. Content of CPR ontology
An ontology consists of a set of classes, properties, and individuals. Classes are the
definitions of concepts which place constraints on the individuals. Individuals are the
instances of classes. Properties describe the relationships between classes and relate
individuals to each other. In the CPR data ontology we defined 46 classes, 19 properties,
and 332 individuals. And the OWL file of this ontology can be found here: http:
//sourceforge.net/projects/cpr-ontology/files/.
3.2.1. An overview of the ontology
Figure 3.2 is an overview of the class tree of this ontology in three levels (Thing →
subclass of Thing → subclass of subclass of Thing). There are three most important
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parts in the ontology: “Defibrillator_Log_Information” part, “Utstein_Style_Concept”
part and database mapping part.
●Thing
●Database
●Utstein_Style_Concept
●Table
●Primary_Key
●Column
●Event_Time
●Cardiac_Arrest_Concept
●Patient_Info
●Outcome_Info
●LP12_Log
●MRx_Log
●Defibrillator_Log_Information
●Cardiac_Arrest_Aetiology
●Defibrillator_Model
●Seattle_Style_Concept
●Heart_Rhythm
●Report
●FR2a_Log
●Standardized_Concept
●FR2b_Log
●Case_Data
●Shockable_Rhythm
●Shock_Sequence_Data
●Nonshockable_Rhythm
●No_Pulse_Rhythm
●Pulse_Rhythm
● …… Class
→ …… subclassOf
Figure 3.2.: An overview of the classes of the ontology
3.2.2. Standardized definition of the events in the
defibrillator log files
In the CPR ontology we defined standardized concepts of the event and parameter names
in the log files from different defibrillators. Figure 3.3 is extracted from figure 3.2 with
additional information. It shows the details about the standardized concepts and their
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Defibrillator_Log
LP12_Log
FR2a_Log
FR2b_Log
MRx_Log
Standardized_Concept
hasVarient
shockDelivered
··· ···
Shock x delivered
··· ···
Shock
··· ···
shockDelivered
··· ···
Shock_Delivered
··· ···
subclassOf
—— Classes
—— Properties
—— Individuals
Figure 3.3.: Details about the “Defibrillator_Log” class.
individuals and how they relate to each other. In this figure there are six classes. Class
“Defibrillator_Log” denotes all of the events in the log files from all kinds of the defib-
rillators, and it has five sub-classes. “Standardized_Concept”, as its literal meaning, is a
class of standardized event and parameter names. The other four classes “FR2a_Log”,
“FR2b_Log”, “MRx_Log” and “LP12_Log” contain the individuals (event and param-
eter names) from the four different defibrillator models. The heterogeneity of the event
names between different log files can be seen in this figure. Finally we mapped the dif-
ferent event names to the standardized event name “Shock_Delivered” with the property
“hasVariant”.
Figure 3.4 gives us a more intuitive view of the relation between the standardized con-
cept and the concepts in different log files.
3.2.3. Utstein style definitions in the CPR ontology
As mentioned in the “Background” chapter, Utstein style is a set of guidelines for uni-
form reporting of cardiac arrest. Data produced in the process of resuscitation like key
events, key times, patient information, and outcomes are uniformly defined in Utstein
style report. These uniform CPR data difinitions can facilitate better communication
and data management within hospitals and emergency medical services (EMS) systems.
In the project we added all the terminologies defined in the Utstein style specification
[1, 26] into the CPR ontology. Figure 3.5 describes how the terminologies in the Utstein
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<QDeviceEvents>
    <caption>Armed</caption>
    <description />
    <actualTime>2006-01-13T20:55:55-08:00</actualTime>
    <elapsedTime>57</elapsedTime>
    <caseID>ZF06000003</caseID>
    <eventType>19</eventType>
</QDeviceEvents>
    … … 
<QDeviceEvents>
    <caption>Shock 1 delivered</caption>
    <description>Impedance: 111 Ohms</description>
    <actualTime>2006-01-13T20:55:58-08:00</actualTime>
    <elapsedTime>60</elapsedTime>
    <caseID>ZF06000003</caseID>
    <eventType>1</eventType>
</QDeviceEvents>
<evt type="charge"
     msecs="235567"
     caption="Charging to 150J">
   <waveFormRef id="0"/>
   <param type="energy" value="150" units="joules" />
   <param type="hr" value="-?-" units="bpm"/>
</evt>
<evt type="shockDelivered"
     msecs="242002"
     caption="Shock # 1, 155.6 J, 101.1 ohms, 16.9 A">
   <waveFormRef id="0"/>
   <param type="shockIndex" value="1" />
   <param type="energy" value="155.6"  units="joules"/>
   <param type="ptImpedance" value="101.1"  units="ohms"/>
   <param type="peakCurrent" value="16.9"  units="amps"/>
   <param type="hr" value="0" units="bpm"/>
</evt>
Total shocks: 6
Lead: Impedance, SampleRate (HZ): 61.038, Counts/Unit: 0.819
Lead: Paddles (Generic), SampleRate (HZ): 125, Counts/Unit: 204.918
*************************************************
EventType,EventName,DeviceSerialNumber,Date/Time,SampleNumber,MiscParams
29| Power On| 10.07.2009 10:59:19| 0
39|VF|10.07.2009 10:59:25|10:57:47.74404
99| Initial Rhythm| 10.07.2009 10:59:26| 3339
84| Check Patient| 10.07.2009 10:59:34| 7519
39|startCC|10.07.2009 10:59:38|10:58:00.32802
39|stopCC|10.07.2009 10:59:40|10:58:02.90404
70| Analysis 1| 10.07.2009 11:01:54| 77634| | | | | | | | | | | | 
62| Shockable| 10.07.2009 11:01:57|778974|1|286|72|36|65|19||9||9||-4096
12| Shock 1, 200 J| 10.07.2009 11:02:11| 85949
  … … 
39|ROSC|10.07.2009 11:30:25|11:28:47.39197
13| Power Off| 10.07.2009 11:51:36| 1568500
Standardized Concept: Shock_Delivered
hasVariant
hasVariant
hasVariant
Figure 3.4.: Mapping various event names onto standardized event names.
style report template can be mapped onto the ontology. On the right side of figure 3.5 is
a sample of Utstein cardiac arrest data collection form [1], and the contents in this form
are all defined in the CPR ontology as individuals of class “Utstein_Style_Concept”.

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Patient_Info
Outcome_Info
Time_Event
Cardiac_Arrest_Concept
Date of arrest
Time of collapse
Time of call receipt
Time of  first rhythm 
analysis
··· ···
Patient identifier
Sex
Age
··· ···
Hospital admission
Hospital discharge
If any ROSC
··· ···
Who determined the 
arrest
Cause of arrest
Treatment before 
EMS arrival
Initial rhythm
··· ···
subclassOf
—— Classes
—— Properties
—— Individuals
Figure 3.5.: Mapping the items of Utstein style report onto the ontology.
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Defibrillator_Log
LP12_Log
FR2a_Log
FR2b_Log
MRx_LogStandardized_Concept
Power_On
Shock_Delivered
Heart_Rhythm
··· ···
subclassOf
—— Classes
—— Properties
—— Individuals
Utstein_Style_Concept
Patient_Info Outcome_InfoTime_EventCardiac_Arrest_Concept
Date of arrest
Time of collapse
Time of call receipt
Time of  first rhythm 
analysis
Time of  first shock 
delivered
··· ···
Patient identifier
Sex
Age
··· ···
Hospital admission
Hospital discharge
If any ROSC
··· ···
Who determined the 
arrest
Cause of arrest
Treatment before 
EMS arrival
First monitored 
rhythm
··· ···
subclassOfhasRelevantLogEntry
Figure 3.6.: Using the property “hasRelevantLogEntry” to relate the Utstein style items to the
standardized defibrillator log events
Relationship between the Utstein style and the standardized definition of events in
the defibrillator log files:
In practice some of the events and their parameters in the defibrillator log files can be
used to help us finish an Utstein report. Now we want to make use of the ontology to
collect data from the log files to fulfill some items in a Utstein report. To achieve this,
we have to define the mapping between items in the Utstein style report and the stan-
dardized definition of events in the defibrillator log files. Figure 3.6 gives an example
of this mapping. In this figure we can see property “hasRelevantLogentry” is the bridge
between items in the Utstein style report and events in the log files. For example, if we
want to find the information about “First monitored rhythm” in the Utstein style report
we can check the event “Heart Rhythm” in the defibrillator log files; and information
about “Time of first shock delivered” can be found in the “Index” parameter of the event
“Shock Delivered”.
Relationship between the Utstein style and Seattle style report:
Although the Utstein style report is defined by experts and researchers to be the standard
report style, most of the hospital and EMS systems are still using their own report style
at present, like “Seattle style”. So for comparing and studying CPR data between hos-
pitals, the transformation between other report styles and the Utstein style is needed. In
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—— Classes
—— Properties
—— Individuals
Utstein_Style_Concept
Patient_Info Outcome_InfoTime_EventCardiac_Arrest_Concept
Time of collapse
Time of call receipt
Time of  first rhythm 
analysis
Time of  first shock 
delivered
··· ···
Patient identifier
Sex
Age
··· ···
Hospital admission
Hospital discharge
If any ROSC
··· ···
Who determined the 
arrest
Chest compressions
Treatment before 
EMS arrival
First monitored 
rhythm
··· ···
hasRelevantUtsteinEntry
Seattle_Style_Concept
Case_Data
Shock_Sequence_Data
CaseID
Incident date
Initial rhythm
Pt receive prior 
shocks
··· ···
ROSC
Energy of 1st shock
First compression    
time
··· ···
Figure 3.7.: Using the property “hasRelevantUtsteinEntry” to relate the Seattle style items with
the Utstein style items
this ontology we defined the items in the Seattle style report, and the property “hasRel-
evantUtsteinEntry” are used to map the Seattle style items with the Utstein style items.
From figure 3.7 we can see the mapping between the two report styles. For example,
the item “Initial rhythm” in Seattle style report has the same meaning as the item “first
monitored rhythm” defined in Utstein style report, and the item “ROSC” refers to “If
any ROSC”.
3.2.4. Database mapping part
As there are huge quantity of data produced in the process of CPR, databases are the
first choice to save the CPR data. In this data integration system, a function of the CPR
ontology is to facilitate accessing data which reside in different databases. So an inter-
face between the ontology and databases are needed. Figure 3.8 shows this interface
defined in the CPR ontology. It comes from the “Relational.OWL” ontology proposed
in [27]. It defines the essential classes of a database: “Database”, “Table”, “Column”
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Database
Table
Column
PrimaryKey
Thing
isIdentifiedBy
referenceshasColumn
subclassOf
hasColumn
hasTable
Figure 3.8.: Databases mapping part in the ontology.
and “PrimaryKey”. And properties: “isIdentifiedBy”, “references”, “hasColumn” and
“hasTable” are defined to give the relationships between the classes. With these defini-
tions a schema (structure) of a database can be mapped onto the ontology. More details
of database mapping will be given in chapter 4.
3.3. Query the ontology
The ontology is like a container collecting all kinds of information (e.g. standardized
definitions, mappings etc). If we want to retrieve this information we need ontology
query languages. A number of ontology query languages have been developed such as
SPARQL [17] and SQWRL [22], and we chose SQWRL in our system.
3.3.1. SPARQL: a RDF (Resource Description Framework)
query language
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is a W3C Candidate Recom-
mendation [17]. It is currently the de facto standard RDF query language. SPARQL has
SQL like syntax, which makes it very easy to use for developers. However SPARQL
is essentially a RDF query Language, and it has no native understanding of OWL [28]
(Web Ontology Language, the standard recommended by W3C for developing ontolo-
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?Event ?Param
mrx:shockDelivered mrx:energy
lp12:Shock lp12:Energy
Table 3.1.: The result returned by the example query
gies). In practice SPARQL has sometimes been pressed to service as an OWL query
language since OWL files can be serialized into RDF. But it is in nature not suitable for
querying the ontology developed with OWL, as information may be changed or lost in
the serialization.
3.3.2. SQWRL: a Query Language for OWL
SQWRL (Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language) is a SWRL-based [23] lan-
guage for querying OWL ontologies. Different from SPARQL, SQWRL has native
understanding of OWL. So in our system we chose SQWRL to query the mapping in-
formation from the CPR ontology. The following, for example, is a simple query using
SQWRL to find the variants (dialects) of the standardized event and parameter names
"Shock_Delivered" and “Energy”.
hasVariant(com:Shock_Delivered, ?Event) ∧ hasVariant(com:Energy, ?Param)
∧ hasParameter(?Event, ?Param)→ sqwrl:select(?Event, ?Param)
This query is based on the relationships in figure 3.3, and the results are the different
event and parameter names mapped onto the standardized definition “Shock_Delivered”
and “Energy”, see table 3.1. This example provides a glance of the syntax of SQWRL.
In query sentences above we have three constraints: (1) Event “com:Shock_Delivered”
has variant “?Event” (where, “com” is the namespace to avoid reduplicated naming, and
“?” stands for variables); (2) Parameter “com:Energy” has variant “?Param”; (3) Event
“?Event” has parameter “?Param”. Then we select the variables “?Event” and “?Param”
which satisfy all of the constraints.
In applications SQWRL queries are made through a set of Java APIs (Application Pro-
gram Interface). The introduction and example usages of these APIs can be found on the
website: http://protege.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?SQWRLQueryAPI.
We also write a Java class using SQWRL APIs to implement the example queries ap-
peared in this thesis. And this Java class is also used in the GUI (Graphic User Interface),
which will be introduced in chapter 5, of this data integration system. The source code
of this Java class can be found in Appendix A.
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Database A Database B Database C
Doesn’t have 
this 
information
Energy of each shock given to the patient 119806?
patientID Event Parameters
119806 Shock Delivered Energy
120510 ECG Start ……
id event param
119806 shockDelivered energy
130216 ecgStart ……
Figure 3.9.: The problem in the scenario.
3.4. Using CPR ontology, a scenario
In this section we will give a scenario to demonstrate how the CPR ontology can be
used to integrate CPR data.
Problem:
A user wants to know the energy of each shock given to the patient with patient ID
119806. (See figure 3.9) To answer this question the doctor should know:
• Which database to query, database of hospital A, hospital B or hospital C?
• What is the schema of the database, tables, and columns?
• What is the key word used to query the database, “Shock Delivered”, “shockDe-
livered” or “Shock”?
Solution:
The solution for this scenario is also a perspective of the main contribution we have
done:
• Define an ontology to provide standardized terminologies, and map each variants
onto them. Thus the user should only get to know the standardized key words.
(See figure 3.3 and 3.4.)
• Map the databases onto the ontology. (See figure 3.8.) The ontology should
indicate that the information “Shock_Delivered” is only saved in database A and
B, so the user don’t have to waste time on database C.
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• Provide a user interface to help the user be out of the trouble from writing the
query sentences (Queries both against the ontology and against the databases are
needed).
The query statements for the CPR ontology in this scenario are shown below:
hasVariant(com:Shock_Delivered, ?Event) ∧ hasVariant(com:Energy, ?Param) ∧
hasParameter(?Event, ?Param) ∧ dbs:hasTable(?db, ?tab) ∧
dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?eCol) ∧ dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?pCol) ∧
hasDBColumn(?Event, ?eCol) ∧ hasDBColumn(?Param, ?pCol)
→ sqwrl:select(?Event, ?Param, ?db, ?tab, ?eCol, ?pCol)
The sentence “sqwrl:select” decides which variables should be returned as the result of
this query. Like the query example in section 3.3.2, the meaning of the symbols is as
follows:
• “?Event” stands for different event names in the log files which have been mapped
onto the standardized definition “com:Shock_Delivered”;
• “?Param” stands for the paramater for each “?Event”;
• “?db” are the name of the databases containing the data wanted;
• “?tab” are the relevant tables in the databases;
• “?eCol” is the “event” column in the table where users can query the key word
“?Event”
• “?pCol” is the “parameter” column in the table where users can query the key
word “?Param”
• “∧” symbol collects the statements together, and it means all of the statements
shoud be fulfilled.
Figure 3.10 shows the result of the query in this scenario. It is produced by the “SWRL
Rules” tab in Protégé platform. The results in figure 3.10 tell us: to get the information
of the standard event “Shock_Delivered”, we can query the key words “shockDelivered”
and “Shock” in column “eventName” in database “TestDB1”, and query the key word
“Shock” in column “eventName” in database “TestDB2”. The same method can be used
to query the information of the standard parameter “Energy”.
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Figure 3.10.: The result of the query in the scenario.
An overview of the system is shown in figure 3.11. Before the user queries the databases
he/she first queries the CPR ontology, and the ontology returns the information: which
databases have the data the user wants, and how to query the database (the schema and
key words). With this information the user can query the databases and get the data.
And a graphic user interface is provided to produce all the query sentences for the user.
This will help if the user isn’t familiar with the SQWRL and SQL query languages.
 
 
 
Ontology 
Database 
Database 
Database 
Databases map the 
schema and content 
information onto the 
ontology 
User interface queries the 
databases according to the 
information from the 
ontology 
User Interface 
Figure 3.11.: An overview of the system
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Conclusion:
With the help of the ontology the user should just query the user interface with the
standardized key word “Shock_Delivered”and “Energy”. Data will be collected from
databases and returned to the user.
3.5. Extensibility of the CPR ontology
An ontology is a represention of a domain of interest. As the world changes every day,
some concepts in the domain of interest change. So it isn’t possible for an ontology
to stay the same all the time. It needs to be updated frequently. At present the CPR
ontology is too small. A lot of other definitions, terminologies and relationships in the
domain of CPR should be added into this ontology. The final target is to make the CPR
ontology cover most of the knowledge in the domain of CPR.
In section 3.2 we have discussed the three most important parts of the CPR ontology.
However some more classes defined in the CPR ontology haven’t been introduced.
These classes are also important concepts in the domain of CPR and may be used in
the future. In figure 3.2 we can have a view of these classes. “Heart_Rhythm” class
defines the terminologies of heart rhythm like “VF” (Ventricular fibrillation, a condition
in which there is uncoordinated contraction of the cardiac muscle of the ventricles in the
heart, making them quiver rather than contract properly). “Cardiac_Arrest_Aetiology”
class defines the concepts of the aetiology of the cardiac arrest like “Submersion”.
3.5.1. Extensible nature of OWL
In programming we use “include” in C and “import” in Java to add other source code
into the current file. In the ontology description language OWL “owl:imports” elem-
ments can be used to add the content of other ontologies to be part of the current ontol-
ogy. And “owl:imports” is a transitive property: if ontology A imports ontology B, and
ontology B imports ontology C, then ontology A also imports ontology C. In Protégé
platform there is no difference in the view of the “class tree” if we import an ontology
or we just define the ontology by ourselves. The extensible nature of OWL makes it
quite convenient to extend and update the ontologies.
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Ontology
CPR Ontology
Ontology
Ontology
Ontology
owl:imports
owl:imports
owl:imports
owl:imports
Figure 3.12.: Structure of the extensible CPR ontology.
3.5.2. Extensibility of the CPR ontology
With the extensible nature of OWL the usage of the CPR ontology can be very flexi-
ble. This CPR ontology can be considered as a module and imported into some bigger
ontologies like ontology describing a medical system. Or it can act like a central on-
tology. EMS systems from different sites can build their own ontologies containing
definitions of their own defibrillator models and report styles. These ontologies can be
then imported to this CPR ontology. (See figure 3.12)
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In section 3.2.4 we have briefly introduced the database mapping part in the CPR ontol-
ogy. In this chapter we will first review the related work has done to relate the databases
to the ontologies and introduce our method used in this data integration system. Then
we will give the details how to map databases onto the CPR ontology.
4.1. Related work
Methods to build the relationship between database and ontology will be represented in
this section. All of these methods aim at accessing databases through ontology.
Bizer introduced a mapping language D2RQ to map legacy relational databases schema
to RDFS/OWL ontologies [29]. The D2RQ platform uses these mappings to enable ap-
plications to access a relational database through the Jena APIs [30]. In other words,
with D2RQ we can query a relational using the SPARQL/RDQL query language (in-
stead of SQL). To achieve this, SPARQL/RDQL queries are first rewritten into SQL
queries, and the result sets of these SQL queries are transformed into RDF triples which
are then delivered to the higher layers of the Jena framework. D2RQ provides a seman-
tic way to access data stored in relational databases.
Cristian Pérez de Laborda and colleagues developed an ontology “Relational.OWL”
[27] to describe the relational database schema. In [31] they represented their method to
map a database to semantic web in two steps: First, export the schema of the relational
database to RDFS as an instance of the Relational.OWL ontology. Then export the
data entries in the database to RDF model which becomes the instances of the RDFS
just created. Second, use the “CONSTRUCT” clause of SPARQL query language to
query the RDF model, and the resulting data entries can be inserted into an arbitrary
RDF skeleton (the target ontology). Finally the target ontology can be processed by
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Figure 4.1.: The mapping process in Cristian’s method.
any Semantic Web application as usual. In the first step a tool RDQuery [32], which
automatically translates SPARQL or RDQL queries into SQL, can be used to export the
whole or part of the database to RDF model. Figure 4.1 [31] shows steps in Cristian’s
method.
DataMaster [33] developed by Csongor Nyulas and colleagues in Stanford University is
a plug-in of Protégé for importing schemas and data from relational databases into on-
tologies. This plug-in also makes use of the Relation.OWL ontology. It defines classes
to map the columns of the database and entries in the database can be exported as indi-
viduals of the classes.
Huajun Chen [34] and colleagues developed “Dartgrid” which is an application develop-
ment platform together with a semantic toolkit to help integrate heterogeneous relational
databases using semantic web technologies. In their project a set of tools are developed:
DartMapping visually maps heterogeneous relational schemas to ontologies; DartQuery
helps users to construct semantic queries, and rewrites SPARQL semantic queries to
SQL queries; DartSearch, an ontology-based search engine, makes full-text search in
all databases and can navigate across the search results semantically. In practice they
have used this set of tools to integrate the data in the legacy relational databases about
traditional Chinese medicine.
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Here is a review of the four methods mentioned above. Bizer firstly gives us an approach
to access relational data with semantic query languages like SPARQL. Cristian first
exports relational data to RDF models and then constructs the target ontology with the
“CONSTRUCT” clause of SPARQL. Both of the methods based on RDFS, RDF and
SPARQL, however in our application we use OWL and SQWRL to describe and query
the ontology. In Csongor’s method relational data can be imported into the ontology
as individuals with DataMaster, and then it can be queried by SQWRL. However if the
amount of data is huge and the database is updated frequently, it’s not a good idea to
transfer all the data from database to the ontology as individuals. At last Huajun’s toolkit
seems to be able to solve all of the problems but it’s not available and we cannot get the
details of the implementation. So we didn’t completely use either of the methods. In the
next section we will present our method. Maybe it is not the best solution, but it works
in our application.
4.2. Using Relational.OWL to mapping databases
onto ontology
In our application we defined a series of standard terminologies about CPR data and
mapped the “dialects” in different EMS systems to the standard terminologies. If a user
wants to query some information he/she should first have the idea where he/she can
get the information (which databases to query) and then he/she needs to know the key
words used to query. The key words are the “dialects” which have already been mapped
onto the standard terminologies. To answer the question which databases to query, the
databases should be mapped on to the “dialects” respectively. So firstly the user makes
SQWRL queries with the standard terminology in the ontology to find the “dialects”
(key words) and their related databases, and then with this knowledge SQL queries can
be made to get the data he/she wants to know.
4.2.1. Using the modified Relational.OWL to describe the
schema of databases
Relational.OWL [27] is used to describe the schema of databases. Cristian defined
Relational.OWL with OWL-Full, so that it can represent three layers: Relational.OWL
itself (meta-classes / classes of classes), schema of the relational database (classes), and
the concrete data in the databases (individuals of classes). In our application we just
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Figure 4.2.: The role of Relational.OWL in the CPR ontology.
need to map the relational schema onto the CPR ontology, in addition SQWRL doesn’t
support OWL-Full, so we simplified Relational.OWL with OWL-DL. The structure of
the modified Relational.OWL is shown in figure 3.8, section 3.2.4. In our application
Relational.OWL is imported as a part of the CPR ontology and acts as an interface
to relate databases to the CPR concepts. See figure 4.2, the property “hasDBColumn”
collects the CPR definitions and Relational.OWL. The next section will show the details
about the mapping.
4.2.2. Mapping details
In the project we built two databases which store the events from different defibrillator
log files. Now we want to relate the event names in the log files to the correspond-
ing columns in the databases. Figure 4.3 is from part of the CPR ontology and shows
the details of this mapping. On the lower side of this figure are the definitions of the
log file events. On the upper side of the figure is definition of the schema of the two
databases. (Here with the help of the Relational.OWL ontology, schema of heteroge-
neous databases can be easily described in the CPR ontology.) The bridge to relate the
upper and the lower part is the property “hasDBColumn”, the two bold arrows in figure
4.3. The semantic is: events names in the log files “FR2a”, “FR2b” and “MRx” can
be found in the column “eventName” in table “event” in database “TestDB1”; and the
events names from “LP12” are stored in the column “eventName” in table “event” in
database “TestDB2”.
In practice different EMS systems can map their databases onto the CPR ontology. In
this chapter we just made an example to demonstrate the mapping on the events in the
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Figure 4.3.: Mapping the databases onto log file events defined in the CPR ontology.
defibrillator log files. In addition databases which store the items of the CPR reports
(e.g. Seattle report) can be mapped onto the report definition part of the CPR ontology
as individuals of classes “Utstein_Style_Concept” and “Seattle_Style_Concept”.
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In the last two chapters we defined the CPR ontology and mapped two local databases
onto the ontology. In this chapter a graphic user interface (GUI) will be introduced
and some query examples are made to show whether each part of the system works as
expected. This part of work is done by my partner Chao Li.
5.1. Graphic user interface
To test the performance of this ontology-based data integration system and facilitate
users to query the CPR data, a graphic user interface is built. The main functions of
this GUI are: receiving the parameters input by the user, query the ontology and then
query the databases with the information returned from the ontology, and finally return
the results (entries returned from the databases) to the user. This process can be seen in
figure 5.1.
This GUI is developed with Java programming language. It runs on any platform which
has a Java virtual machine. Figure 5.2 gives us an overview of this GUI. On the top part
of the panel is the area for the user to input parameters. The text field below is the area
for displaying the results of the queries.
5.2. Test queries and the results
In the test we want to find the energy of each shock given to the patient with a specified
case ID. The user must input the case ID, the event name and the parameter name. The
case ID in this test is randomly chosen, the event name can be “Shock_Delivered”, and
the parameter name is “Energy”. Here the event name and parameter name are both the
standardized concepts defined in the CPR ontology.
We made two queries with two different case IDs. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 shows the results
of the queries from two different databases. The results in figure 5.3 are from defibril-
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Figure 5.1.: The function of the GUI.
Figure 5.2.: A view of the GUI.
lator model MRx stored in database “TestDB1”, and the results in figure 5.4 are from
defibrillator model LP12 stored in the database “TestDB2”. So the user should just
query the standard key words “Shock_Delivered” and “Energy”, and the related CPR
data can be found in different databases and presented to the user.
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Figure 5.3.: A query example with the GUI. The results give the following information: The MRx
dialect of the standard concept “Shock_Delivered” is “shockDelivered”. In this case there are
five shocks delivered to the patient, and the energy of each shock is 150J, 155.7J, 150J, 155.6J
and 150J.
Figure 5.4.: Another query example with the GUI. The results give the following information:
The LP12 dialect of the standard concept “Shock_Delivered” is “Shock”. In this case there are
six shocks delivered to the patient. The energy and the timestamps are attached to each shock.
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In this chapter we will first make a conclusion of this work. Then we will discuss the
disadvantages with this data integration system at present, and suggest the direction for
further study.
6.1. Conclusion
In this thesis we built a CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) data integration system.
This system standardizes the concepts of the different CPR data in different EMS sys-
tems, provides an interface to map different databases, and built a user interface to query
the CPR data information. The users can query the standard concepts then all the data
in different databases will be collected and delivered to the user.
An important part of this data integration system is the CPR ontology . The CPR on-
tology contains three parts: the definitions of the standardized concepts of variant event
names in the log files from different defibrillators the items defined in the Utstein style
report and a report style used in Seattle, and the modified Relational.OWL ontology
used for describing the schema of relational databases. In the system the role of the
CPR ontology is like a standard concepts container and a mapping information consul-
tant.
We built two databases saving the events in the log files from different defibrillators and
mapped them onto the CPR ontology, and we also built a graphic user interface (GUI).
Finally the user can just query the standardized concepts against the GUI, the later will
query the CPR ontology first and then query the database with the information return
from the ontology, and the relevant entries will be collected from the databases and
returned to the user.
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6.2. Future work
At present the CPR data integration system has not been used in practice, and there is a
lot of future work to do. First of all the CPR ontology should be extended all the time.
Events and their parameters of new defibrillator models can be added in the ontology and
mapped to the standardized event concepts. And now we only have the standardized and
recommended report style Utstein and the Seattle report style defined in the ontology,
so the definitions of other report styles used in other hospitals or EMS systems can be
added in the CPR ontology. The general target is to make the CPR ontology covers as
much knowledge in the domain of cardiopulmonary resuscitation as possible, and make
the CPR ontology a standard and consultant for users and applications.
Developing a more full-fledged graphic user interface is also an important part in the
future work. The user interface used currently can only make very limited queries.
Moreover it lacks of extensibility, i.e. if a new database is added in the system, addi-
tional Java code should be written to deal with this specific newly added database. So
we need to write some program for general use which is capable for any newly added
the relational databases.
Finally, a drawback of this system is that every time we map a new database onto the
CPR ontology we need to add the relevant dialects (local terminologies) and database
schema information into the CPR ontology and map them onto the standardized con-
cepts. That means we must modify the content of the ontology, which brings a lot
of trouble for maintaining the ontology. In addition modifying an ontology is a pro-
fessional work which needs knowledge of computer science. To improve it, we can
develop a user interface to facilitate updating the CPR ontology, or we can try an alter-
native strategy which maintains the mapping information locally.
Figure 6.1 shows the system structure of the alternative strategy for this CPR data inte-
gration system. In this strategy the CPR ontology only contains the standardized con-
cepts and the relationships between them. It doesn’t contain the mapping information
anymore. Instead, the mapping information is defined and maintained at local EMS
systems. (Comparing figure 3.1.) With this strategy the user should query the standard
key words directly against the local EMS systems, the later can find the dialects accord-
ing to their mapping sheets respectively, and finally return the results to the user. So
in this system we don’t need to update the CPR ontology if a database is newly added.
However all of the local EMS systems should adopt the definitions in the CPR ontol-
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Figure 6.1.: The system structure of an alternative strategy.
ogy as their standard, make a mapping sheet, and develop a user interface based on the
standardized concepts. (In our present system local EMS systems needn’t to do these
things.)
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/*
* Implementation of the SQWRL queries with SQWRL API in Java
*/
package query;
import edu.stanford.smi.protegex.owl.ProtegeOWL;
import edu.stanford.smi.protegex.owl.model.OWLModel;
import edu.stanford.smi.protegex.owl.swrl.sqwrl.SQWRLQueryEngine;
import edu.stanford.smi.protegex.owl.swrl.sqwrl.SQWRLResult;
import java.io.FileInputStream;
public class SQWRLQuery {
private SQWRLResult result;
private SQWRLQueryEngine queryEngine ;
public SQWRLQuery()
{
initQueryEngine();
}
private void initQueryEngine()
{
try{
FileInputStream fis = null;
fis = new FileInputStream("CPR-Data-Ontology.owl");
// file can be downloaded here:
// https://sourceforge.net/projects/cpr-ontology/files/
// or you can use the following code as an alternative
//String uri =
//"http://master.dl.sourceforge.net/project/cpr-ontology/" +
//"CPR-Data-Ontology.owl";
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//OWLModel owlModel = ProtegeOWL.createJenaOWLModelFromURI(uri);
OWLModel owlModel =
ProtegeOWL.createJenaOWLModelFromInputStream(fis);
queryEngine = SQWRLQueryEngineFactory.create(owlModel);
} catch(Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
/**
* This method gives variants of the standardized concept of logs
* @param comEvent: the standardized event name
* @return SQWRLResult: event, db, table, column of event
*/
public SQWRLResult logQuery(String comEvent)
{
comEvent = "com:" + comEvent; // add namespace
String strQuery = "hasVariant(" + comEvent +
", ?vEvent) ^ dbs:hasTable(?db, ?tab) ^ " +
"dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?eCol) ^ hasDBColumn(?vEvent, ?eCol)"
+ " -> sqwrl:select(?vEvent, ?db, ?tab, ?eCol)";
try {
result = queryEngine.runSQWRLQuery("Query-1", strQuery);
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}
/**
* This method gives variants of the standardized concept of logs
* @param comEvent: the standardized event name
* @param comParam: the standardized parameter name
* @return SQWRLResult: event, db, table, column of event and param
*/
public SQWRLResult logQuery(String comEvent, String comParam)
{
comEvent = "com:" + comEvent; // add namespace
comParam = "com:" + comParam;
// construct the query string ...
String strQuery = "hasVariant(" + comEvent + ", ?vEvent) ^ " +
"hasParameter(?vEvent, ?vParam) ^ " +
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"hasVariant(" + comParam + ", ?vParam) ^ " +
"dbs:hasTable(?db, ?tab) ^ " +
"dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?eCol) ^ dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?pCol) ^ " +
"hasDBColumn(?vEvent, ?eCol) ^ hasDBColumn(?vParam, ?pCol) ^ " +
" -> sqwrl:select(?vEvent, ?vParam, ?db, ?tab, ?eCol, ?pCol)";
try {
result = queryEngine.runSQWRLQuery("Query-2", strQuery);
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}
/**
* This method gives the relevant log entry of the report concept
* @param entry
* @return SQWRLResult
*/
public SQWRLResult seattleReportQuery(String entry)
{
entry = "seattle:" + entry;
// construct the query string ...
String strQuery="hasRelevantLogEntry("+entry+", ?comEvent) ^ "+
"hasVariant(?comEvent, ?vEvent) ^ " +
"hasParameter(?vEvent, ?vParam) ^ " +
"hasRelevantLogParam(" + entry + ", ?comParam) ^ " +
"hasVariant(?comParam, ?vParam) ^ " +
"dbs:hasTable(?db, ?tab) ^ " +
"dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?eCol) ^ dbs:hasColumn(?tab, ?pCol) ^ " +
"hasDBColumn(?vEvent, ?eCol) ^ hasDBColumn(?vParam, ?pCol) ^ " +
" -> sqwrl:select(?vEvent, ?vParam, ?db, ?tab, ?eCol, ?pCol)";
try {
result = queryEngine.runSQWRLQuery("Query-3", strQuery);
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}
}
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